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Abstract—Infants are biologically prepared to learn complex behaviors by interacting in dynamic, responsive social environments. Although the importance of interactive social experiences has long been recognized, current methods for studying complex multimodal interactions are lagging. This paper outlines a systems approach for characterizing fine-grained temporal dynamics of developing social interaction. We provide best practices for capturing, coding, and analyzing interaction activity on multiple—temporal scales, from fractions of seconds (e.g., gaze shifts), to minutes (e.g., coordinated play episodes), to weeks or months (e.g., developmental change).
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now a widely accepted view in developmental science that infants are biologically prepared to learn complex behaviors via their experiences interacting in a dynamic world responsive to their activity. Moment-to-moment changes in infants’ activity are codetermined by a complex multidimensional array of input streams including feedback from caregivers, the infant’s own sensorimotor behaviors, and various environmental features. Additionally, through their own actions, infants shape the unfolding interaction, both by changing their access to sensory stimulation and by eliciting activity from the caregiver and/or object. Although these claims are not new (see, e.g., [71] and [87]), current efforts in studying the complex processes by which new behavior emerges are lagging (e.g., [3], [28], and [72]). Our goal in this paper is to describe best practices for capturing the natural patterns of social behavior, bridging activity from the fine details of the learning process to the bigger picture of long-scale developmental change.

Traditional experimental methods require “controlling” all but one manipulated variable. When used in developmental psychology, such methods can radically restrict infants’ range of behaviors, along with the complexity and variability of their environment [33], [83]. When this range of variability and complexity is so reduced, sampled behaviors will under-specify the everyday processes that embody infants’ developing social skills. Additionally, in a complex system like human development, the activity of a single variable often cannot predict the activity of the system as a whole [33], [83].

Since the 1970s a number of studies have focused on the dynamics of naturalistic infant–parent interaction. In these observational studies, little or no manipulation of the setting is imposed by the researchers. Nonetheless, the majority of these studies have been limited in their ability to systematically quantify and model the complex multimodal cycles of activity found in naturalistic behavior. A common technique in this work has been to characterize dynamics across only one or two dimensions of activity, such as the relations between infant gaze (e.g., to or away from the parent), and the parent’s smiling (e.g., “on” or “off”) [12], [52], [57]. Such studies begin with richly informative interactions, and often code those interactions with moderate temporal precision. However, by reducing the interactions to two running binary streams, such studies mask the high-dimensionality of actual social interactions, and may miss important effects.

For example, when a mother manipulates a toy, her infant might respond by looking towards or away from it, but he might also change his posture (e.g., lean in with interest or pull back with apprehension), reach out to grasp the toy, or reveal emotional changes via vocalizations or facial expressions. By coding only one dimension of activity, such as the infant’s gaze, in relation to one other variable, such as the presence or absence of a toy, many important features of the infant’s experience, including the caregiver’s role in the interaction, are obscured. The sensorimotor and social dimensions that are eliminated are likely to play a critical role in sociocognitive development. These additional dimensions might also help us to disambiguate otherwise puzzling or chaotic results. For example, an infant can look away from an adult due to overstimulation, boredom, or stress, so a more in-depth assessment of physiological, sensorimotor, and social parameters can differentiate between these possibilities.

Possibly for that reason, some early champions of naturalistic observation pointed out that coding schemes that tracked the overall activity of the infant or dyad holistically, considering many dimensions of activity, could better characterize the nature of the interaction [18], [48]. However, such interaction-level codes—characterizing, for example, dyadic states such as “joint attention” or “independent play”—sacrifice the details of the timing and nature of component actions [85]. As a result, studies that provide information only about individual or interaction level activity are unable to address questions of the emergence of developmental shifts in such activity, such as the shift from independent to joint attention.

In this paper, we summarize recent theoretical and methodological advances in capturing and characterizing the social de-
development in all of its complexity. The principles of our account are inspired by dynamical and distributed systems approaches to mind and behavior in humans [20], [34], [49], [50], [58], [68], [83], [84] and nonhuman species [35], [36], [51], [53], [54], [55], [56], [78], [79]. By treating development as system change, these approaches focus attention on how elements of the interaction configure, and reconfigure over developmental time. The methods that arise to address these changes track the emergence of new activity at the system level, as well as elements of the processes from which they emerge. By characterizing how elements of system participate in system-level transitions we gain access to the processes of development.

II. A SYSTEMS APPROACH

One fundamental principle of a systems approach is that interaction is the unit of analysis. That is, even when we track and quantify individual actions (e.g., reaches, looks), we analyze these relative to other participants’ actions, shared objects, or the context of the shared setting and activity (e.g., reach or look to partner). This applies even when the system we are studying is intraindividual, such as the work by [82] on changes in the relationships between the joints, muscles, and articulatory control of shoulder, arm, and hand, in the ontology of reaching. However, in studies of social behaviors, it is necessary to adopt an interindividual systems approach, wherein the relationships between the dimensions of activity of the agents become the focus of research. To understand development, we must track the activity of individuals as they interact with one another and with their shared environment.

Another tenet of the systems approach is that cognitive activity spans multiple spatio–temporal scales. Unfolding at the scale of fractions of seconds are sensorimotor activities by which participants access and act upon their shared environments. On timescales of seconds and minutes, these sensorimotor activities organize into recognizable dyadic activities. Thus, a look or grasp is positioned within ongoing, coregulated activity, where it may repeat, or adjust following feedback, or organize with other events. For example, the significance of breaking mutual gaze with a partner is very different following a pointing gesture versus following a request. On historical/developmental timescales, the changing dynamics of activity can consolidate into new ways of interacting, establishing long-term practices that alter the demands on behavior and cognition. Capturing activity at each of these scales provides additional information necessary for understanding developmental shifts in the unfolding sequence of activity.

It is important to note that when studying a complex social system, properties of the activity at each of these scales often do not map directly to one another. For example, the properties of an interaction—such as the presence of a positive feedback loop—will not have a 1:1 mapping to the sensorimotor dynamics involved. That is, the sensorimotor activity paralleling such loops may occur in a wide variety of ways. Further, the same properties may appear in a variety of different interactions. By tracking activity at the level of both the interaction and the sensorimotor activity, we can see how dimensions of sensorimotor activity get configured around shifts or transitions in interaction states.

Finally, in a systems approach development can be seen as configural change. That is, given the multidimensional nature of learning [73] and social discourse (e.g., [44]), it is incumbent to show how various dimensions reconfigure as the mother–infant system develops.

De Barbaro et al. [23], investigated the development of triadic attention from this perspective. Prior research had established that a shift from dyadic to triadic (mother–infant–object) play occurs between the ages of 9 and 12 mo (see Fig. 1). By characterizing changing microdynamics at key moments of interaction, de Barbaro et al. were able to identify multiple developmental trajectories that participate in the emergence of triadic attention. That is, by tracking the same dimensions of activity—gaze, left, and right hands,—of both infant and mother in relation to objects and one another during free-play interactions, the authors found that it was the infants’ configuration of this sensorimotor activity in response to mothers’ bids for attention that changed over developmental time.

In de Barbaro et al. [23], videotapes of mother–infant dyads at 4, 6, 9, and 12 mo were analyzed for interactions called “maternal bids,” in which the mother made one of multiple, local objects more accessible to the infant, presumably to engage the infant. At the earliest ages, mothers made objects salient to their infant by looming them near their infants’ face or hands; months later, infant reached for, grasped, and brought objects towards themselves. Additionally, infants’ sensorimotor coordination shifted from being highly “coupled,” with their gaze and both hands directed in unison to the object manipulated by the mother, to “decoupled,” where, for example, infants could gaze at one object while handling another. Eventually, when presented with a novel object, infants would alternate visual attention between his mothers’ object and his or her own. This changed the dynamic of the “negotiation” of these toy bids in a way that altered coordinated object play. Specifically, the decoupling of infants’ sensorimotor modalities, along with the mother’s more frequent manipulation of objects in parallel to the infant’s own manipulations, now allowed interactions in which infants cycled between visually attending to their own handling of an object, their mother’s handling of an object, and the mother’s face (usually in mutual gaze). This change was accompanied by new dynamics of social affect expression: as infants engaged in more mother-cognizant (e.g., imitative) object manipulations, mothers would time their positive affect with these actions (e.g., congratulating the infant), presumably reinforcing infants’ behavior.

By relating changes in interaction level activity (e.g., emergence of imitation) to microdynamics of infants’ sensorimotor actions, we could characterize more gradual or continuous shifts between several dimensions of activity participating in the emergence of “triadic interactions” around the end of the first year [77]. In particular, we observed changes in the changing hand-eye coordination in the infant, adaptive scaffolding by the mother, and the decoupling of multimodal attention that allows both partner and objects to be a part of the same elongated sequence of activity. These findings are not mutually exclusive with a qualitative shift in dyadic
interactions; indeed, a principle of complex systems is that quantitative shifts in components can result in qualitative shifts in system states [76].

Recent technological advances can be leveraged towards this systems based approach to development. The emergence of small and inexpensive high definition cameras, sensors, and data storage promises to expedite the collection of many channels of temporally and spatially precise activity and physiological data. With these advances, we can now synchronize multiple independent streams of precise activity data with shifts in interaction-level activity.

Epistemologically, this increase in dimensionality of datasets allows researchers to shift scientific focus from discrete, present-or-absent products of social interactions to process models of interactions. Simultaneously capturing both levels of activity allows the researcher to characterize changes in the timing and manner by which these component dimensions of activity participate across transitions in system-level activity. Assessed longitudinally, such analyses can reveal the developmental course of changes across transitions in mother infant shared activity and coregulation.

III. GETTING TO KNOW YOUR PHENOMENON

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges in multidimensional, multiscale, multiparty research is to define the relevant phenomena and to consider what elements of the activity are most important to capture for constructing a developmental account. Relevant timescales can vary widely. Hormones, for example, can act on timescales of minutes to hours, while other physiological shifts, like rushes of norepinephrine associated with surprise [4], come and go more quickly. An episode of imitation may occur on the timescale of seconds, but individual behaviors within the episode may unfold within 10ths of seconds, and underlying neural processing patterns on the scale of 100ths of seconds. Deciding which timescales are relevant to include depends both on logistical and theoretical constraints. Ultimately, all such decisions depend upon identifying the “phenomenon of interest.”

Thus, “getting to know” your phenomenon is of utmost importance. We recommend a period of systematic but qualitative ethnographic analyses of interactions prior to formal data collection. Qualitative analyses allow for an in-depth analysis of the structure of episodes of interest, and generation of hypotheses about those events, without the constraints of predetermined categories that might obscure the developmental process. Careful scrutiny of video samples of the interactions of interest, at varied speeds, with notation and discussion, is also critical. Such foundational qualitative analyses can identify the boundaries of the social system of interest, and determine the spatial, structural, and temporal scales that will be optimal for the theoretical questions of interest. Methodological guidance for conducting extensive qualitative analyses can be found elsewhere (e.g., [59]).

This preliminary qualitative analysis can, and often should, be enhanced by pilot systematic coding. This is an iterative process in which coding schemes are tried, found wanting, modified and retried. It can be particularly helpful to produce visualizations during these preliminary attempts, prior to formalizing the final coding scheme. Different visualizations can abstract over different features of the data (see examples in Fig. 1 and 2) and thus serve as a tool for generating hypotheses [41]. During our research we repeatedly return to scrutinize video and visualizations to generate hypotheses about phenomena, test our formalizations, and interpret our results.

In observational studies like those described here, the processes of identifying relevant interaction level events, and selecting pertinent components of interaction activity to code in detail are tantamount to forming a hypothesis about which dimensions matter for the phenomena of interest. We now consider some factors relevant to defining these variables.

IV. IDENTIFYING EVENTS TO FRAME INTERACTION ACTIVITY

Social interactions subsume such a range of contexts, activities, and behaviors that selecting a high-order category of interaction can be a daunting methodological decision. However, several heuristics can aid that decision. First, an age range should be selected wherein the phenomenon of interest is absent or rare at the younger end of the range, but robust and observable at the upper end. Based on the developmental changes of interest, researchers should select a social event category that “frames” or identifies key moments of the interaction for characterizing shifting microdynamics relevant to the mature phenomenon. In the case of our analysis on the development of triadic attention (de Barbaro et al. [23]), the framing event was the maternal bid; in the case of [82] analysis of the emergence of reaching, the framing event was all object oriented movements. These framing events should occur with enough frequency (either naturally or through some mild manipulation of the context) across the full developmental range so that there is adequate data for analysis of developmental change. Finally, the events should reveal sufficient variability across age, individual dyads, or both to support critical hypothesis testing regarding shifts in the phenomenon of interest.

Finding framing events that satisfy the constraints above (age-appropriate, frequent, variable) and other pragmatic
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Fig. 2. Visualization (Mangold Interact) of three students’ codes of manual activity (stacked vertically) created for a coding meeting. Colors indicate different coding categories as indicated by the key.

constraints (e.g., feasibility for systematic coding) can be challenging. One approach is to generate framing events through bottom-up, qualitative analysis. As described above, for example, de Barbaro et al. [23], observed, by extensively watching and discussing videos of mother–infant play, that infants responded very differently with age to mothers’ bids to introduce new toys into joint play. As these changes fit and move beyond claims that triadic attention emerges around 9-12 mo, these maternal “toy-bid” events were selected as pivotal framing events. In practical terms, these events also were relatively easy to identify, and had certain common properties (e.g., initiating actions by the mother, shared targets of attention, etc.) that made it possible to compare across the full age range of 4 to 12 mo.

A different sort of interaction-level framing event is illustrated by taxonomy of infant–parent dyadic behaviors, which parses periods of dyadic symmetrical communication, asymmetrical communication, unengaged attention, and others. The categories may manifest themselves quite differently at different ages, while still sharing important relational features. For example, in older infants symmetrical states encompass turn taking and imitation, whereas in younger infants they encompass coordinated smiling and bouncing. The use of such high-level constructs may shed light on the nature of important qualities of interaction such as positive engagement, regulation, feedback, and reinforcement. Such schemes are “risky” insofar as the categories are somewhat more subjective and harder to code, and may be difficult to replicate across social contexts or studies. Nevertheless, the use of such abstract categories in a systems analysis offers a powerful method to uncover details as to the changing dynamics of these important activities.

V. COMPONENTS TO TRACK

A. Embodied Modalities of Access and Activity

At its core, cognition is perception and action, which are inextricably embodied processes. On the millisecond timescale, we move and adjust not just our eyes, but also our hands, our posture, and indeed our whole bodies to gain access to, and act upon, features of our environments [40], [65], [80], including social partners. Infants’ rapidly changing bodies and sensorimotor practices affect how and what they can access and act upon in their social environment. The environment is not static, however; caregivers’ actions interact with the infant’s ongoing activity and perception, modifying their experience and scaffolding learning. Our claim is that by tracking both parties’ activity in detail, at a high temporal resolution, we can gain a direct read of developmental processes as they unfold.

For example, in a shared picture-book reading activity, instead of simply coding gaze, or specifying anamodal “focus of attention,” tracking manual actions can provide an important details as to how dyads engage with the material. For example, who is holding the book, or who is turning the pages, will shape where and how gaze is focused, and thus what will be salient and prone to being learned (e.g., [74]). Similarly, as factors like posture and self-sitting also influence access to materials (e.g., [75]), coding the orientation of the infant’s torso, hips, and head relative to the book and the parent may be revealing.

Sensorimotor development also changes infants’ interactions with social partners [14], [16], [32]. For example, manipulating infants’ posture can dramatically change the proportion of time that infants spend looking at social partners’ faces [32]. Furthermore, parents adapt their behaviors to their infants’ changing sensorimotor skill by producing different patterns of micro-behaviors to encourage increasingly sophisticated shared activity. For example, parents put their hands on their infant’s hands to facilitate shared object manipulation [84], [93]. Likewise, gestures that begin as physically enacted forms of engagement can crystallize as symbolic activity, as the participants develop well-practiced routines of interaction [51]. Finally, language and vocalizations are important activities in their own right whose timing in the unfolding activity may have important developmental consequences [43], [89].

B. Measures of Affect and Arousal

Another set of dimensions to consider coding are behavioral correlates of affect and arousal. For example, changing dy-
nynamics of facial expressions [27] can be coded in infants [67] in precise detail using “FACS,” a system for the micro-analysis of the different sets of facial muscles involved in different expressions. One challenge is that FACS coding is quite labor-intensive, even for trained coders—and training can be intensive. However, advances have also been made in the automated coding of such expressions (see also section IVB; [9], [62], and [64]). FACS coding could be used to capture changing temporal dynamics of musculature to gain insights into the emergence of categories of facial affect expressed by infants (e.g., [10]). Even simple measures of facial affect can be revealing in studies of social interaction. It can be particularly useful to look at the relative timing and extent of facial affect in both participants to address how such behavior facilitates the coordination of other activities. However, it is beneficial to collect a multiplicity of measures of affect and arousal if possible.

Affect and arousal are also embodied in other ways, such as rate of kicking or wiggling, or rate of sucking a pacifier (e.g., [11], [81]). Such measures can serve as theoretically relevant indices as well as converging measures of affect. Another option is to collect measures of autonomic nervous system activity. These include, for instance, galvanized skin responses, pupil dilation, and/or hormonal or other biochemical changes [13]. Some studies are now also looking at mother relative to infant measures, ranging from RSA to HR (e.g., [29]). This work has begun to document how autonomic states relate to social behavior and affect [30]. However, there remain many underexplored relations between ANS activity and learning (e.g., [22]).

C. CNS Activity

While central nervous system activity certainly plays a role in all elements of activity described here, it is still mostly impractical to capture CNS activity during live social interactions. However, recent work from G.D.’s lab [61] has shown that dual EEG recordings from toddlers and parents, submitted to ICA analysis techniques, can be used to capture cortical electrophysiological components of mu rhythm suppression [69] during interaction. This marker of a “mirror neuron” system was detected both when toddlers took a turn in a dyadic game, and when they watched their parent take a turn. Notably, a touchscreen recorded game actions, and an optical motion-tracking system (Natural Point, USA) allowed the synchronization of EEG with both discrete and continuous arm and head movements of both participants. Although such a system is currently quite difficult to design, resource-demanding, and somewhat limiting of natural behaviors, it can integrate otherwise unattainable combinations of data relating CNS activity to minimally-scripted social behaviors.

As our measurements of behavior in interaction gain accuracy at fractions of seconds, they begin to approximate the functional timescale of peripheral and central nervous system activity. This is critical to illuminate the functional significance of central and peripheral nervous system activity for social interactions, and vice versa (e.g., [63]).

D. Extended Timescales of Activity

Finally, embodied interactions also occur within longer timescales of social activity, including relationships, family dynamics, neighborhood, socioeconomic strata, and other aspects of culture [60]. These factors impact the dynamics of unfolding interactions, for example via the history of fathers’ play with children [88], or where mothers traditionally place their infants [14]. If the focus of a study is on interactions that occur over minutes, such factors will tend not to change over the course of such an interaction. However, these factors are “contexts” which may powerfully affect the dynamics of interactions. At a minimum, these contexts should be considered in the interpretation and generalizability of the results. In addition, ethnographic methods, including interviews, questionnaires, and sociological data (e.g., census) can provide covariates for more systematic study. Such approaches can also benefit from developing creative measures such as assessing neighborhood wealth in terms of the proportion of cracked sidewalks [47] or assessing stress of air traffic controllers via average visibility during shifts [70]. Used in conjunction with the above assessments, such parameters can generate a much richer account of the system under study.

VI. SYSTEMATIC DATA COLLECTION

A. Choosing An Environment and Paradigm

The decisions of which behavioral systems and which timescales are relevant will partly determine what data will be captured. The physical environments available for recording interactions are an additional determining factor. In general, the environment should have sufficiently high degrees of freedom for the social activity to unfold in a variety of ways. However, somewhat restricting the range of the environment is necessary to avoid problems with data variability.

One decision is whether to record behavior in an environment familiar to the dyad, or a controlled but unfamiliar environment (i.e., laboratory). The advantage of recording data in familiar environments is that they allow us to observe processes of cognition as they occur “in the wild”. The affordances of naturalistic environments may provide structure important for understanding developmental processes. As an example, [26] found that 1-year-old infants virtually never followed their mother’s gaze in a cluttered environment, indicating that features of the environment can shift outcomes of interaction (see also Deák, Krasno, Triesch, Lewis, and Sepeta, 2013). Our experience recording naturalistic social videos in living spaces—homes, zoos, and native habitats—underscore several important limitations and challenges. For example, in homes it is critical to map out rooms and light sources, and define a location where mother–infant dyads will interact. Deák and colleagues [21] also set constant distances and angles between cameras and participants, and altered lighting when necessary. Other factors to control in home environments may include visual clutter and distraction, ambient sound, and the presence of other human or nonhuman animals.

In laboratories, of course, the advantage is that these features can be controlled. This can make video consistent and controlled...
enough to support the use of computer vision coding of certain elements of the interaction, thereby greatly reducing video coding time (see reference to [89], below).

Another decision concerns how to allocate recording “bandwidth” to behavioral systems. In home or field settings, it is challenging and sometimes impossible to collect multiple video streams to record micro-behavioral details. Even in laboratory environments it is currently challenging to synthesize multiple full-resolution (NTSC) video streams. Thus, researchers must decide how important it is to have synchronized high-quality or high-definition video. If, for example, close-up face video is a priority, it is also important to collect zoomed-out contextual video of both participants from at least one angle for understanding the nature and timing of the interaction. An example of this, from the Deák laboratory, is shown in Fig. 1.

Moreover, collecting close-up face video will limit how dyads can move around. This restriction can introduce stress and frustration, especially for infants aged 10–18 mo, but even older children tend to move around much more than adults when seated, and restricting motion will elicit emotional responses that alter the quality of the interaction. By contrast, allowing participants to move freely will, given current technology, limits access to fine-grained actions such as changes in facial expression. We thus constantly negotiate a tradeoff between capturing relevant data (i.e., sufficient for analysis) and capturing representative data (i.e., minimally affected by the study design).

B. Human Coding

Given an adequate video dataset, coding by trained observers allows quantification of a wide range of behaviors, and is potentially the most judicious mediation of nuanced social distinctions. After all, the human system for detecting social information has developed over millions of years, and utilizes “wetware” that is faster and more powerful, by an order of magnitude, than any silicon computer. In particular, human coding is typically necessary for tracking shifts in activity at the level of interaction, which often requires integration across many different channels of activity. The variation across micro-level dynamics makes it nearly impossible to derive such codes from automated sensors or machine coding.

For a basic introduction to behavioral coding methods of social interactions, see [5]. Hand coding can be conducted inexpensively using sophisticated open-source freeware such as ELAN ([86], available at http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/). Alternatively, commercial coding software such as Mangold-Interact (http://www.mangold-international.com) or Noldus Observer (www.noldus.com) provides additional features such as automatic kappa calculation, and simple visualizations, which are useful for attaining high intercoder reliability (see Fig. 2). Given the difficulty of this process with complex naturalistic video records, such functionality is significant.

Other aspects of the human coding process involve laboratory management. Many university laboratories train undergraduate students to code for experience or course credit. Each of the authors has developed a practicum/seminar course to train undergraduate students in the theories and methods of social behavior research, and many work on projects that include video coding. Importantly, these student collaborators often become critical collaborators and informants who assist us in quality-testing and improving nascent coding schemes.

However, there are inherent shortcomings of hand-coding. The most significant is that it is extraordinarily time-consuming. For each dimension of activity coded in our dyadic object-play project, developing coding schemes and training to reliability required several months of weekly meetings with 3-4 students, each of whom coded 6-8 hours/week. Thereafter, experienced coders may require up to 1 hour/minute of video to code a single behavioral dimension.

One way to reduce coding time and effort is to use event-based coding rather than continuous coding of the interaction. In event-based coding only those subsections of the interaction defined by the event are coded. Note, however, that it is also necessary to code “control” intervals to compare with the critical framing events. In these cases one can select random, equal-duration intervals that do not contain the critical framing events, or select the intervals preceding or following each framing event.

Another way to reduce coding time is to begin with relatively high dimensional coding of a randomly selected subsample of the entire data set. Preliminary analyses of such a dataset is an efficient way to verify which dimensions of activity are critical for quantifying the dynamics of interest. In our analysis of infant-parent object play, we first coded a subset of five dyads across four longitudinal sessions, and then used a more restricted coding scheme on a larger sample of 26 dyads.

Two other problems should be considered: One is that in spite of the best efforts to maintain coders’ blindness to prior hypotheses, and to establish high independent intercoder reliability, human coders cannot always “filter out” potentially relevant but extraneous information to focus objectively on a single behavioral channel. For example, a coder’s estimate of a caregiver’s intelligence or social class might color the coder’s judgments of that caregiver’s parenting behaviors. Such difficulties may be reduced by judicious use of blinding methods (e.g. covering parts of the video or video without sound). The other limitation is precision. For example, coders cannot typically resolve the gaze-direction of infants in naturalistic interactions within 10° visual angle, even from fairly high-quality video. (Note also that infants’ actions are less “sharp” than adults’, and usually cannot be coded with equal precision.) If more precise gaze direction measures are needed, head-mounted eye trackers are an increasingly useable option (see below). Otherwise, it will be necessary to use a smaller number of more encompassing looking-targets or location codes.

C. Standards of Reliability

High standards of reliability are important for the validity of human coded data as well as testing results of machine vision data. Reliability is quantified with Cohen’s kappa statistic [17], which corrects for agreements expected by chance. Values of Cohen’s kappa above 75 or 8 have historically been described as excellent [7], [31]. Based on systematic study, Bakeman et al. [7] report that this range of kappa corresponds to approximately 90%-95% accuracy given coding schemes with 5 or more categorical distinctions or codes [8]. As the number of codes decline, the variability of prevalence across codes is increasingly
relevant for modeling the relations between kappa and accuracy. For example, given a coding scheme with only 2 codes, kappas between .44-.81 can correspond to a high (90%-95%) degrees of accuracy, where the more equiprobable the codes, the higher the kappa values must be to attain a given accuracy [8]. Thus, kappas below .75 may be acceptable given the particulars of the coding scheme and the distribution of behaviors observed. For a full table detailing these expected values, please refer to [7]. However, note that, as prevalence of events becomes more variable, lower values of accuracy correspond to increasingly higher rates of false negatives, i.e. failures to identify the presence of rare events, thus, it is preferable to insist on higher values of accuracy.

We use a number of heuristic practices to facilitate high-quality human coding. First, for kappa calculation we utilize a single frame time unit (at 10 or 30 fps; referred to as time-unit kappa by [7]). This encourages ‘sharpening’ of temporal resolution, which is critical for accurate assessment of durations of events and timing across multiple modalities of activity. Second, it is advisable to code behavioral dimensions independently, one at a time, and integrate the data post-hoc. When coders must attend to too many dimensions of activity, reliability tends to suffer. Third, when developing a new coding scheme, it is advisable to work with teams of several coders, each coding the same video. This allows a ‘triangulation’ of difficulty classification decisions. A common method during both development and reliability training is to generate kappa tables and identify challenging codes by finding higher off-diagonal codes. We have found it immensely useful to organize coding meetings with students around shared visualizations of each coder’s codes, stacked to display differences in timing and application of codes between coders (see Fig. 2). This provides a qualitative representation of reliability that makes details about the nature of mismatches apparent, more quickly guiding additional clarification or redefinition.

Ongoing weekly group meetings and regular cross-checking is necessary to avoid ‘drift’ in coders’ judgments about the most precise and ambiguous events. In addition, not every student is capable of accurate coding: selectivity of coders is crucial. G.D. has found, in training dozens of student researchers on behavioral coding, that grade point average is the best predictor of coding ability. Finally, a long-term commitment from students (e.g., minimum of 300 h of effort) tends to improve coder expertise, commitment, and work quality.

D. Automated Coding

A growing range of technologies are available for automated data collection in studies of naturalistic social interaction [66]. Here we outline current technologies that may be useful for coding features of embodied attention and action within social contexts, including sensors for eye tracking and motion capture, and computer vision algorithms.

Eye tracking fixations to computer monitors is a well-established methodology, but this precludes almost all naturalistic social interactions. Recently, however, several labs have developed eye-trackers integrated with head-mounted cameras, allowing participants to freely interact while generating gaze-direction data [38]. Postprocessing by human coders may be necessary to identify or classify the target of each fixation marker; even this task might be facilitated with automated machine vision (e.g., [74], [90]).

Motion tracking of participants’ body parts provides the most precise data available on sensorimotor dynamics. However, it is relatively expensive and it places numerous constraints on data collection: participants must wear suits or wired LEDs, or reflective rigid markers. Increasingly systems are utilizing smaller markers, and systems such as Sony’s Kinect offer the possibility of fast marker-free tracking. However, such systems considerably limit the mobility of participants. Additionally, it is computationally complex to recreate dynamic models of the face, or hands, or locomotion bodies. Thus consider judiciously if your question requires yaw, pitch and roll as well as XYZ coordinates of activity in space or whether simply the amount of activity, which could be captured via a simpler and less expensive sensor such as an accelerometer.

As an alternative to sensors, machine vision algorithms can be designed to identify visual features in video. Machine vision algorithms have been used to identify dynamics of facial expression [9], [64], hands and objects [90]. Such algorithms typically apply filters across the 2-D video images to identify, for example, swatches of a certain hue, or illumination patterns of specific frequencies. Generally, more stark contrasts and specific distinctive features (e.g., color, edges, motion) function better. For color or internal edge features, lighting that will reduce any overlaying shadows (i.e., diffuse lighting) is ideal, and backlighting in particular is to be avoided, as it obscures all contrasts but that of the silhouette. To facilitate machine vision analyses, [90] used a completely white room with three different toys, each of a single color. This facilitated automated identification of hands and objects. However, human coders were still necessary to distinguish between hands hovering over toys and contact with toys. This underscores the points that just as human coders must be trained to reliability on each behavioral dimension, and code in separate passes, a machine vision algorithm often will have to be developed and trained on each behavioral dimension. Moreover, just as human coding benefits from multiple video angles, each machine-coding algorithm will have ideal angles.

Another caveat is that reducing the complexity of context of the environment and range of behavior to facilitate machine coding can reduce the naturalism of the interactions and potentially alter participants’ social behaviors. For example, the uniquely colorful objects in [90] paradigm might have been unusually salient attractors of toddlers’ attention. As noted above, such features of the environment might affect the outcomes of the interaction.

Ultimately, as machine vision algorithms are highly sensitive to the particular conditions of recording, it is almost always necessary for behavioral researchers to collaborate with machine learning researchers to train machine vision algorithms on a given dataset and, to design video collection paradigms a priori to facilitate machine coding. To facilitate use of pretrained automated systems, for example, such as automated FACS coding systems, pilot testing with preliminary videos from the target dataset is critical. Qualities of the video such as illumination,
angle, image size, amount of movement, and resolution can make these tools unusable. Other systems may simply lack relevant training for young subjects. For example, the Microsoft Kinect commercial motion sensor’s stock software can robustly find and track adults’ and children’s actions, but our pilot trials indicated that it does not robustly track infants’ bodies (presumably due to their different body-part dimensions).

A final point is that in automated collection and coding of social interaction, measures must be synchronized, and this requires planning. One of our best solutions is a clap-board used in movie-making, outfitted with rows of LED lights that flash whenever it is clapped. This produces a punctuate, synchronized light flash and noise that can be detected by multiple cameras and microphones. The light trigger could also generate an electronic output signal for a computer that is recording, for example, motion capture or physiological measures.

Characterize important dynamics of mother–infant activity.

### VII. DATA ANALYSIS

#### A. Sequential Analyses

Analytic approaches to the dynamic qualities of social interactions fall under the umbrella of sequential analyses. Excellent introductions to using these methods for social interaction studies are provided by Bakeman and Gottman et al. [5], [7], [41], [45], [46]. Here we provide a brief description of these methods and the questions they can answer.

Many past sequential techniques characterize dynamics within a single dimension of activity. The simplest consider statistics for individual codes, such as rate and duration of gaze fixations, or mean gaps between instances of infant smiling. Sequential contingency analyses can be used to test the likelihood of sequences between events or states in a single dimension of activity. For example, [2] examined which kinds of dyadic states precede states of coordinated joint attention. The simplest contingency analyses examine cooccurrence between states or alternatively transitional probabilities between states at different time lags (e.g., “1-back” states). More complex multiway contingency table analyses (e.g. using log-linear models) can examine such transitional probabilities relative to other variables such as infant gender or mood. The latter variables serve as constants for these analyses.

Other analyses examine relations between pairs of dimensions—for example, the likelihood that mothers will synchronize motion with utterances to infants (e.g., [42]). Dependencies between dimensions can be tested via creating a temporal window (e.g., to quantify the likelihood of infant gaze shifts within 5 s of a parent’s point). Subsequent tests can consider the proportion of event sequences, the timing of sequences, or both.

Timeseries analyses can characterize cycles of activity within and between sequences of activity measured at uniform intervals of time. Such analyses were used to identify that cyclic patterns in infants’ activity are not periodic but rather fluctuate in response to cycles in the mother’s activity (e.g., [57]). Also, changes in infants’ activity precede and follow changes in mothers’ activity, indicating that infants not only respond to but also influence parents’ activity [1], [19], [57]. These analyses characterize important dynamics of mother–infant activity.

In sum, the goal of sequential analyses is to find quantitative patterns of the dynamics of infant-parent activity. Within our approach, we utilize these varied techniques to characterize changing dynamics within and across components of interaction before, during, or after framing events relevant to qualitative shifts in system level activity (see Section IV). In particular, we use these tools insofar as they allow us to create quantitative measures of activity that span the entire time period of developmental interest. This is critical for a quantitative assessment of the changing processes accompanying shifts in system level activity.

In the remainder of this section we describe special considerations, common problems, and best practices for using sequential analyses with multiple time-scale, multimodal datasets of naturalistic interaction.

#### B. Special Considerations for Analyzing Multiscale, Multidimension Social Data

The statistical tools for analyzing developmental social behavioral systems are derived from standard sequential analyses. However, such data merit additional considerations.

Sequential analyses of one or two binary dimensions of activity are relatively straightforward. However, when additional dimensions of activity with multiple values are added, there can be a computational explosion of analytic possibilities. For example, the number of possible time series relations to be explored increases exponentially. Even a somewhat reduced state space of our mother–infant object-play data, considering all combinations of five channels with three values each, yields 225 possible 1-back transitions between states. Given the expense of collecting and coding large social-interaction data sets, such a state-space will typically be too large to explore. If a state-space is too sparse, analyses will be weak, and results will not plausibly generalize to other contexts.

The problem of computational explosion can be exacerbated by the fact that regularities in the activity may differ or shift across the interaction. These changes are unlikely to be random: for example, the timing of infants’ gaze-hand coordination may be quite different when reaching for “novel” objects versus cycling attention to objects in their lap. Mothers’ responses to infants’ smiles early in an interaction might affect infants’ later bids and the dyad’s unfolding action sequences. Patterns of activity can also shift during an interaction due to dynamic factors such as infant fatigue or hunger.

Given these concerns, preliminary focused examination of video samples and preliminary data analyses and visualizations are necessary to restrict the main hypotheses and the search space. We have two main strategies in this vein.

First, we use our framing events (see Section IV) to parse the stream of interaction into naturalistic events like “trials.” This parsing is analogous to time-locking cortical activity to stimuli in event-related-potential (ERP) analyses. Within these trials we utilize classic sequential analysis techniques to quantify the microdynamics of activity of component dimensions of activity. These can range from the presence or absence of activity, event contingencies, and temporal relations, both within and between behavioral dimensions.
Thus, in our approach, tracking system-level activity in combination with micro-components has multiple functions. Epistemologically, characterizing the configurations of component dimensions at key moments of interaction relevant to shifts in system activity can reveal the nature of developmental processes. Analytically, these framing events can make identifying regularities in complex data more tractable. Specifically, framing events function as hypotheses for narrowing the search space. Of course, the strength of this approach depends on preliminary qualitative examination of the data.

Additionally, at the stage of analysis, iteratively cycling between various visualizations of data and inferential statistics will be critical. As [7] note, sequential analyses are not “off the shelf.” No single analytic tool can characterize dense, multichannel behavior dynamics of social interaction. Investigators should anticipate a laborious process of converging on a set of tools that will capture the temporal dynamics of interest. The importance of this process is recognized and has been articulated by others [39], [41], [92]. In the next section, we provide examples of this process from our own analyses.

Finally, before moving to the next section, we note that analyses may also be facilitated by a growing range of bottom-up or data-driven approaches to finding regularities in dense, high-dimensional social-behavioral data [15], [91]. A full review is beyond the current scope of our paper; but we anticipate continued expansion these approaches.

C. From Data Visualization to Summary Measures

Iterative cycles of creating visualizations and preliminary measures to capture dynamics surrounding framing events can inspire insight as to the specific measures or models which will best capture the dynamics of activity observed surrounding the framing events, as well as to precisely identify parameters of framing events or summary measures.

For example, our qualitative analyses of mother–infant object play indicated that whereas 4-mo-olds directed gaze and manual activity to objects manipulated by their mother, older infants were increasingly able to cycle gaze and manual contact between objects manipulated by mothers and other objects. To characterize this longitudinal change, we coded all of infants’ directive looking and manual actions to each object, relative to mothers’ periodic bids to introduce new objects.

As described in Section IV, the start and stop boundaries of framing events may be defined via independently coded states of interaction. Alternatively, the boundaries of framing events may need additional operationalization to best captured changing dynamics across the developmental period.

For example, observations of data indicated that the bid negotiation resolved very quickly in younger infants relative to older infants. In particular, older infants often distributed activity between bid toy and previous toys for extended periods of time, a feature of the response to the bid we found theoretically salient. Typical event-related analyses identify a fixed “window” of activity following the catalyzing event. However, in order to characterize the changing dynamics surrounding the bid event quantitatively, we needed to operationalize the response to the bid in a manner that would capture both dynamics but would also not overshoot the “true” negotiation, obscuring the dynamics following the bid. This required us to use particular features of the unfolding activity following each presentation of a novel toy, within each interaction, to “set” the end of each bid negotiation.

To identify the parameters that would best satisfy our conditions for the framing event, we went through multiple iterations of algorithms to identify potential end conditions. Bid negotiation periods from each interaction were overlaid upon visualizations of mother and infant sensorimotor activity (see Fig. 3). This process allowed us to operationalize the event to best capture our intuitions regarding the relevant period of negotiation. As with more formal machine learning optimization approaches, it is critical to use only a subset of data (we chose 5 of 26 dyads) to use during this process of operationalizing framing events or outcome measures. This ensures we are not over fitting our measures to our data.

Next, a variety of visualizations of component dimensions before, during, or after the framing event can be used to qualitatively characterize the dynamics of activity. As the microdynamics of multimodal, multiparty activity are only beginning to be studied, beginning this process with raw data is critical so that dynamics of activity can be accurately represented and characterized. Summary measures can obscure important unknown dynamics. Note that a variety of visualizations, each abstracting or highlighting a different element of the interaction, will be useful for identifying and characterizing temporal dynamics of activity.

For example, Fig. 4 shows time-line visualizations representing how infants directed visual and haptic activity to newly offered toys, versus any other object during the negotiation following each maternal bid (see Fig. 4; see [23]). We created these timeseries by summing the number of infant modalities directed to the bid object (in solid green) and all objects (in dotted red). From this we were inspired to derive an outcome measure, total modality time (TMT), by summing these curves across all frames occurring within the boundaries of the bid negotiation (i.e., taking the area under each curve). Our final summary measure is the relative proportion of the TMT to the bid toy relative to the TMT to all toys.

However, TMT curves and measures gloss over various other patterns, such as the timing of directing modalities to objects, or the dynamics of continued mother activity during the bid effect. To capture these dynamics additional measures and perhaps novel framing events might be created and defined, and these would be best facilitated via other visualizations (e.g., Fig. 3).

D. Software for Data Analysis

Standard coding software (Mangold, Noldus, Elan), as well as specialized analysis programs such as GSEQ, developed by [6] provide tools for accessing, manipulating, visualizing and analyzing sequential analysis data. Each of these programs allow researchers to combine dimensions of activity and perform contingency and simple event-sequential analyses, with GSEQ offering the most flexible and powerful tools for state based analyses. Additionally, most can create simple visualizations. However, the inflexibility of these visualizations, and the overall focus of these programs on event-based analyses in
Fig. 3. Typical multimodal activity in (3a) 4 mo and (3b) 9 mo interacting dyads. Note that interaction in (3a) is 45 s in duration, while (3b) is 70 s. Segments along the y-axis indicates a specific partner (infant or mom) and sensorimotor modality (gaze, hands). Colored marks indicate, frame-by-frame, moments of sensorimotor contact with any of three objects (indicated in green, blue, and orange). Maternal bids are indicated via arrows; boundaries for bid negotiation periods are indicated via black boxes. Fig. (3a) shows a 4 mo dyad with complete transition of gaze and hands from previous object to maternal bid object. By contrast Fig. (3b), at 9 mo, shows cycling of infant modalities between maternal bid toy and previously attended toys (within each of three visible bids). Bids are labeled with the TMT outcome measures.

Fig. 4. Each panel indicates a fixed window of interaction 2 s prior and 30 s following an instance of mother’s presentation of a novel bid object (MB, set to $t_{\text{MB}} = 0$), (4a) at 4 mo, (4b) 6 mo, and (4c) 9 mo. Solid green timeseries indicate the total count (i.e., the sum) of infant modalities (including gaze, right hand, and left hand) directed at bid object at each frame of interaction. Dotted red timeseries indicate the sum of infant modalities directed toward all objects (including bid object) at each frame of interaction. Note the increasing proportion of modalities to nonbid toys after 4 mo, and the more frequent and higher amplitude activity (corresponding to more rapid cycling of multiple modalities, e.g., gaze and hands rather than simply gaze) to the bid toy between 6 and 9 mo.

1-2 dimensions may limit the cyclical process of exploration, analysis, and discovery that will often be necessary to discover complex multimodal dynamics. Nevertheless, such tools may efficiently guide simpler analyses such as identifying cooccurrence or latencies between modalities.

For more complex dynamics, programming languages such as Matlab are preferable in that they are much more flexible in visualizations and in the range of analyses supported. However, they require some coding skill. Alternatively, in the case of visualizations, ChronoViz (http://chronoviz.com/index.html) provides Mac OS users with a user friendly open-source toolkit for flexibly integrating and plotting many types of heterogeneous time-coded data simultaneously with video [37]. For complex analyses, the use of flexible programming software may be necessary.

If Matlab or a similar programming language is used for analyses, we recommend storing data in the form of timeseries. Integrating all variables in a common temporal structure is important for looking across different temporal scales of activity, and timeseries provide a highly flexible format for the various sequential analyses that may be of utility [7]. Categorical data with multiple categories (e.g., targets of gaze) can be transformed to an equal number of binary time series indicating gaze activity to each target. For state based analyses, time series data can easily be transformed into events.

In an integrated dataset of this sort, all dimensions of activity should be entered on the scale of the dimension with the smallest temporal unit. This means that slower-sampled variables will be represented as if they were sampled at higher frequency. This can be misleading. It is therefore important to make a reasoned decision about whether to assign the beginning or endpoint of a slower-sampled variable event to the time-point of the first, or maximum, or average datapoint of the highest-frequency variable’s concurrent event. For example, if we are sampling EEG at 256 Hz and eye tracking at 100 Hz, a decision must be made about which EEG sample will cooccur with the corresponding eye direction vector that is sampled for every two to three EEG time points. The potential variability in sampling and reduction procedures means that when reporting methods for publication, the sampling rates for each dimension should be reported, as well as the procedures by which samples are reduced.
E. Statistics

Once features capturing dynamics of activity are identified and calculated, standard statistical tools such as t-tests and repeated measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) can be used to assess developmental changes. For example, comparing the TMT for bid toys relative to other toys across the first year indicated that while infants attend to maternal bid objects across all sessions, increasingly over the first year they allocate more modality-time to other objects relative to the maternal bid object. In other words, the shift to triadic attending at the end of the first year was paralleled by an increasing tendency to distribute attention between objects manipulated by mom and those in the infants’ own possession. This finding lead us to the hypothesis that the infants’ progressive distribution of attention allows them to attend to and incorporate some elements of their mother’s actions into their own play, as in episodes of imitation or games.

Predictive modeling approaches derived from machine learning models provide flexible methods that can test for relations between many types of variables simultaneously. For example, supervised classification models combine weights on sets of “input features” to predict an outcome measures. Such models are of particular importance for understanding the features most critical for predicting an outcome. Potential outcomes can range from continuous measures (e.g., percent modality time for each bid negotiation within an interaction) to binary or categorical measures (e.g., whether or not a given word was successfully learned) depending on the model used. The flexibility in input features allows one to include features that capture activity from fractions of seconds (e.g., who was holding the object of interest at the moment of naming) to months surrounding the event of interest (e.g., days since onset of reaching). To examine whether certain features differentially predicted the outcomes across a developmental period or across dyads, we could create multiple separate models each with restricted instances of activity.

We recommend using classification models limited to linear combinations of the input features. Nonlinear classification can be more powerful, but the results can also be more difficult to interpret. Next, the number of event instances included in the model affects the number of input variables that can be tested. Without a sufficient number of examples, it is necessary to either restrict the number of inputs, use more directed statistical analyses, or identify a more common event. Moreover, while the “blind” nature of machine learning approaches is appealing because such models provide theoretically transparent demonstrations of discovering patterns, these methods cannot replace the process of getting to know your data. This is critical for interpreting model results. For example, due to the optimization process, models will favor features with even just slightly stronger regularity than theoretically relevant features that are slightly less regular. Thus, machine learning analyses require judicious interpretation.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The proliferation of new methods and tools for the collection, coding, and analysis of social interactions permit studies of unprecedented sophistication and power. In particular, novel technologies allow the collection of highly precise, high-density records of multiple participants’ activity. By synchronizing multiple streams of activity data at multiple time-scales of activity, we shift the epistemological framework for thinking about interaction from simple products to complex processes.

This insight from systems approaches allows us to revisit accounts of abrupt or qualitative development. In particular, we can characterize regularities in the timing and sequences by which components of interaction activity—the modalities of arousal and affect, as well as the modalities by which our subjects access and act upon their environments—participate across transitions in system-level activity, and thereby reveals the trajectories of developmental change.

Whereas previous behavioral coding schemes often indicated sudden, qualitative shifts in interaction activity, we describe quantitatively the dynamics of the system that can result in qualitative changes in behavior [76]. In this way we will begin to converge on more powerful predictive and even explanatory accounts of the origins of social skills.
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